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CYLA Fall 2021 Rules 

1. Timing: All games will consist of four (4) 12-minute running time quarters with a five-minute half-time. 
Officials may stop time at their discretion. 

2. Penalty Timing: 4/5th grade and up - all penalties will be time served and are released if the man-down team 
is scored on, unless otherwise indicated by the officials.   

3. Competition Format: All divisions will play 7v7 (2-2-2-1) on a modified field, approximately 35 x 70 yds. 
Maximum of 3 long sticks are permitted on the field at any one time per team, at 4-5th grade (47 – 54”) and 
older (52 – 72”). 

4. Overtime: There will one (4)-minute, sudden-victory overtime period; there will be no timeouts permitted in 
overtime. If no team scores in the 4min period, the game will end in a tie. No ‘braveheart’s’ are permitted. 

5. Timeouts: One 1-minute timeout will be permitted, per team, per half. No timeouts are permitted in 
overtime.  

6. Pre-Game Meeting Procedure:  Officials & coaches will conduct pre-game meetings at social distance; no 
team lineups will be conducted, and coaches will relay officials’ messages back to their teams.  

7. Face-off Procedure: Face-offs will only be held at the beginning of each quarter.  

8. Restarting the Ball: After a goal, the scored upon team will begin with the ball in their offensive half of the 
field near the center spot with a free clear. All other players shall be at least five yards from the player with 
the ball. When the scored upon team is ready to restart play at the midline, the official will signal resumption 
of play with a whistle; no ‘running restarts’ will be permitted.  

9. Counts & Stalling: No clearing or stall counts will be in effect, however if officials feel an attempt at stalling is 
being made, they may enact the rule to advance & maintain possession of the ball inside the offensive zone. 

10. Over and Back Rule: Once the offensive team establishes offense inside the offensive half, the ball is 
considered live. If offense causes the ball to cross the midline, a turnover will result. 

11. Body Checking: No body checking of any kind is permitted in Boys 4-5th grade or younger.  

12. Stick Checking: Any one-handed check will be considered a slash, even if contact is not made, at all levels.  

13. One-pass rule (2-3 grade level only): Spring based One-Pass rules will be in effect; the requirement to 
attempt a legitimate overhand pass will be reset on official’s whistles, with the exceptions to follow: 

a. If a team is ‘hot’ and is fouled, the team will remain ‘hot’ after the penalty is assessed & play 
resumes 

b. If a team is ‘hot’ and steps on/over the midfield line, the one-pass requirement is reset in place of 
an over & back call & whistle; the team remains in possession of the ball, but must attempt a pass 
to become ‘hot’ again.  
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